Reducing Fuel Costs at
Mining Operations

Reducing Fuel Costs for Mining Operations
Mining operations require significant volumes of
diesel fuel to operate their mining fleets and other
on-site processing facilities. Fuel can represent up
to 20% of the operating costs of a mine site, so any
reduction in these costs can improve profits
significantly.
The total cost of fuel is determined by the delivered
unit price; the cost of holding and dispensing the
fuel into equipment; and the volume of fuel
consumed or wasted.

There are various procurement strategies to reduce
the unit price, and on-site fuel management
practices to reduce the volume of fuel consumed.

We have worked with many mining operations to
achieve the lowest possible unit price for their
volume by implementing the appropriate
procurement strategies.
We then work with the maintenance, production and
supply teams to reduce the volume consumed
through better on-site fuel management.

To reduce the total cost of fuel, the site needs to
focus on the reduction of the unit price and the
volume of fuel consumed.

“Fuel can
represent up to
20% of the
operating costs of
a mine site”

Strategies to Reduce Fuel Costs
In our experience the most cost-effective ways to reduce the total cost of fuel at mining operations
include:

Competitive Tendering

Optimise Storage & Logistics

Manage Free-Issue Fuel

Regularly tender
requirements with total
company volumes and be
aware of new entrants to the
supply market

Increase delivery load sizes
where possible to drive down
freight costs, and optimise
inventory levels to reduce
supply risk and holding costs

Track and monitor free-issue
fuel arrangements at site to
ensure Contractors are not
exploiting the situation

Monitor & Report Usage

Collect Rebates

Reduce Consumption

Monitor and report on fuel
consumption trends across the
site and compare with internal
KPI’s and fuel consumption
benchmarks in the industry

Use fuel management
systems to track fuel
consumption at an equipment
unit level to ensure all fuel tax
rebates are being claimed

Regularly review consumption
reports and identify above
benchmark consumption areas.
Implement projects to drive
down fuel consumption

“

The outcome of the tender was larger
deliveries into existing storage
facilities resulting in a 2.1% reduction
in the unit price.

”

Case Study
A coal mining operation in the Bowen Basin
engaged Caliba to review its fuel contracts and the
management of fuel on-site. The review identified
cost reduction potential in a number of areas
including:
•

Unit price (ex port price plus freight to site)

•

Inventory holding costs

•

Contractor free-issue exploitation

•

Fuel rebate under claiming

Caliba managed a fuel supply tender on behalf of
the site, which tested various delivery sizes and
on-site fuel storage levels . The outcome of the
tender was larger deliveries into existing storage
facilities resulting in a 2.1% reduction in the unit
price.
Contractor fee-issue fuel management was
improved, and the off-road fuel rebate reporting
process improved, resulting in a further 2.2% cost
reduction.

$1.29M
Cost reduction
per annum

Optimised
delivery sizes
& inventory
holding

Better
management
of free-issue
fuel

Contact us
Please contact our team today to organise a consultation with one of our cost
reduction experts. Our experienced team will work with you to quickly identify
practical cost reduction opportunities.
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